January 2016
Master Lock introduces Bluetooth Connected Padlocks
Master Lock has become the first security specialist to unveil Bluetooth padlocks combining keyless
entry, shared access and no numerical codes, backed by the latest technology and their 100 years of
trusted expertise.

The Bluetooth® Smart Padlocks provide essential peace of mind for industry, transportation and
distribution center or construction and use your smartphone or tablet to secure possessions via a
simple app, eliminating the hassle of lost keys or forgotten combinations.
Time-limited access to remote sites that need occasional intervention, storage rooms, technical areas,
locker rooms, multi-user equipment is just a digital invite away for authorized persons thanks to the
free Master Lock® Vault eLocks app, featuring military-grade authentication and encryption.
The app also has you covered in case someone tries tampering with your lock, the
battery is running low, or you want to view an activity history. Meanwhile, a directional
keypad is on hand should your smartphone or tablet be unavailable or stored away in a
locker.
A byword for ‘padlock’ in the United States, Master Lock could be the biggest brand you’ve never
heard of. A global leader and innovator in security solutions, the company also invented the original
laminated padlock and the first dial combination padlock.
This legendary heritage and continued pursuit of excellence ensures the new indoor and water
resistant outdoor padlocks offer the highest levels of strength, reliability and functionality of any
Bluetooth model on the market.
“Our Bluetooth Smart Padlocks offer greater speed, ease of use and control to deliver a new level of
security, access, and freedom in portable padlocks,” said Rebecca Smith, vice president, marketing for
Master Lock. “By turning your smartphone into a key, this product provides a cutting edge combination
of security and convenience […] Master Lock strives to develop fresh, innovative products that provide
consumers with exceptional security, convenience and peace of mind,” said Smith. “The Bluetooth
Smart Padlocks pair our brand’s safety and security expertise with new technology to deliver a totally
new experience in a portable security product.”
2 versions are available for order: Indoor (4400EURD) and Outdoor (4401EURDLH)
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About Master Lock®
Master Lock was founded in 1921 and is the world’s largest manufacturer of padlocks. The company
caters for a wide variety of markets and has been responsible for numerous innovations, including the
invention of the laminated steel padlock. Information on the comprehensive Master Lock range of
specialist LOTO equipment is also available at http://www.materlock.eu

Connect with Master Lock via Linked in or YouTube

For more information, please contact Master Lock:
Master Lock Europe S.A.S
131, avenue Charles de Gaulle
92200 Neuilly Sur Seine
France
E : safetyeu@mlock.com
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